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A BSTRACT
The ever increasing number of malicious software (malware) requires domain experts to shift their analysis process towards more individualized approaches to acquire more information about presently
unknown malware samples. KAMAS is a knowledge-assisted visual
analytics prototype for behavioral malware analysis, which allows
IT-security experts to categorize and store potentially harmful system call sequences (rules) in a knowledge database. In order to meet
the increasing demand for individualization of analysis processes,
analysts have to be able to create individual rules. This paper is a
visualization design study, which describes the design and implementation of a separate Rule Creation Area (RCA) into KAMAS
and its evaluation by domain experts.It became clear that continuous
integration of experts in interaction processes improves the analysis
and knowledge generation mechanism of KAMAS. Additionally,
the outcome of the evaluation revealed that there is a demand for
adjustment and re-usage of already stored rules in the RCA.
Index Terms: K.6.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—User-centered design—Evaluation/methodology;
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I NTRODUCTION & R ELATED W ORK

Nowadays, domain experts have to deal with an ever increasing
number of malicious software (malware) which in addition is becoming more targeted, persistent and unknown [4]. In behavior-based
analysis, malware analysts have to deal with large amounts of data,
which can lead to a very complicated analyzing process: a trace of
a malware sample may often comprise thousands of system calls
and analysts have to find similar system call patterns within thousands of such traces. In order to simplify this process, analysts need
automated approaches for finding such patterns and categorizing
them as potentially harmful or harmless. However, such identification of patterns relies heavily on the analysts knowledge, which
makes it impossible to automate this process completely [8]. These
patterns of behaviors can be defined as a formal language using
formal grammars (syntactic pattern recognition [3], [5]). See [2]
for details. The task of the analyst is the development of a set of
grammar rules incorporating his/her knowledge about (malicious)
behaviors of malware samples. In this context, visual analytics (VA)
is needed to support the analysts in integrating their knowledge.
According to Keim et al. [6], VA also connects automated analysis
techniques with interactive visualizations, combining different types
of information and obtain understanding from complex data sets. To
make reasoning out of this massive amount of data, it is necessary
to include ”implicit” [1] or ”tacit” [11] knowledge in the analysis
process. By externalizing the implicit/tacit knowledge of domain
experts, it is possible to provide explicit knowledge in form of
data, which is independent from the current user of the system.
This extracted knowledge can subsequently be connected through

interactive visualization tools [11]. Since there were no VA tools
available covering all requirements for malware analysts, Wagner et
al. [10] developed a Knowledge-Assisted Visual Malware Analysis
System (KAMAS). With KAMAS, analysts are able to categorize
function call traces in terms of their potential harmfulness and store
them into a knowledge database (KDB). To improve the effectiveness
of KAMAS, Wagner et al. [9] suggested an interface design for a
separate Rule Creation Area (RCA), which allows the construction
and storage of new rules in the KDB.
In general, this paper contributes as a design study [7], following
a problem-oriented research approach. This includes a problem
definition, the design and implementation of a visualization system
to solve the problem, the evaluation of the prototype as well as a
reflection [7]. The problem was defined by Wagner et al. [9] in their
design study, which addresses the need for the implementation of a
separate area for rule creation in the KAMAS prototype.
2 R ULE C REATION A REA C ONCEPT
RCA in General: The Rule Creation Area (RCA) consists of three
main areas (see Figure 1.2). First, the analyst can drop single calls,
which she previously selected and dragged from the ’Call Exploration’ table into the Rule Creation Table (RCT) (see Figure 1.2.b).
Secondly, above and below the RCT, the interface provides suggestions for single calls which occur either before (see Figure 1.2.a) or
after (see Figure 1.2.c) the dropped system call sequence. At last,
on the bottom of the RCA the analyst has the possibility to reset
the whole RCA to its default state (see Figure 1.2.d) and to switch
between the highlighting of more or less frequent call suggestions
(see Figure 1.2.e).
Rule Creation in the RCA: The top-row of the RCT makes it possible to drag and drop a newly created rule into the KDB. Furthermore,
the number in the second column of the RCT represents the occurrence of the newly created rule in the loaded file. By dragging a
single call and move it to another position, a reordering of calls
inside the created rule can be performed. Also, single calls can
be deleted from the RCT by right clicking on the desired call and
using a ’Delete’ pop-up. Both actions affect the occurrence column
and the automatically provided call suggestions (supporting the rule
creation) in the RCA. The suggestions above (see Figure 1.2.a) and
below (see Figure 1.2.c) the RCT are validated depending on the
currently dropped system call sequence and the loaded file. The calls
above occur before the dropped sequence whereas the calls below
occur afterwards. Moreover, the font size of the call suggestions
varies depending on their occurrence. Thus, the analyst gets a better
overview of which single calls are more or less frequent.
3 E VALUATION , R EFLECTION & C ONCLUSION
During the performed design study [7], we evaluated the newly
implemented functionalities with real world users. A case study with
two malware analysis experts was conducted. Next, we summarize
the most important findings and reflect on them:

Figure 1: User interface of the KAMAS prototype with activated Rule Creation Area (RCA). 1) Knowledge Database (KDB) for storing newly
created rules. 2) RCA including call suggestions before (2.a) and after (2.c) the currently dropped call sequence, the rule creation table (2.b), the
button to reset the whole RCA (2.d) and the button to change the call suggestion size according to their occurrence (2.e). 3) ’Call Exploration’
table with a list of all single calls included in the currently loaded file.

Consistency: To support the experts’ needs [8], drag and drop
operations served as the major interaction technique in this prototype.
This involves the addition of single calls and call suggestions to
the RCT, their reordering as well as storing of created rules in the
KDB. Both analysts were comfortable with the handling of the given
interaction possibilities. However, the evaluation showed that an
additional visualization is needed to make the outcome of drag and
drop operations fully transparent.
Creation Support: The implemented prototype provides call suggestions to accelerate and simplify the rule creation process. Based
on the currently dropped call sequence, the system validates the
call suggestions automatically. Additionally, the prototype offers a
possibility to highlight more or less frequent call suggestions.
Editing Options: The prototype provides possibilities to delete and
reorder single calls in the RCT as well as to restart the whole process
from scratch. Both experts expressed their wish for reusing/adjusting
already stored rules in the RCA. This feature can be considered as
highly recommended to implement.
Knowledge Generation: The possibility to drag the created rule
and store it in the KDB was also well received by the experts. The
implementation of this feature expands the system’s knowledge
generation loop with more flexibility by integrating individually
created rules. As a result, the overall knowledge generation process
is getting more individualized and the following analysis process
can draw upon different expertises.
Future Work: The usage of already stored rules for rule creation
can be seen as the next logical step for further development of the
presented prototype. Additionally, the enhancement of interaction
visualization should round off the overall appearance and usability
of the user interface.
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